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Description

This invention concerns a universal rolling mill stand, as set forth in the main claim.

Universal rolling mill stands have the main purpose of producing rolled stock with bent edges and to produce H-beams, I-beams, HIPE sections, etc.

Universal rolling mill stands comprise not only rolls with a horizontal axis but also one or two rolls with a vertical axis positioned respectively either on only one side or on both sides of the rolls with a horizontal axis.

Universal rolling mill stands of the state of the art consist of two monobloc standards connected together at their upper and lower ends by means parallel to the rolls having a horizontal axis.

The chocks which hold the rolls having a horizontal axis and bear the supporting bearings for the rotation of the rolls are positioned between the standards.

The rolls having a vertical axis are installed, instead, on special chocks located between the columns of the standards in an intermediate position between the chocks of the rolls having a horizontal axis.

The rolling mill stands formed in this way are strong, very big and very expensive, entail very long times for changing the rolls and in fact make it impossible to replace the stands themselves quickly. Maintenance work too is complex and takes very long times with considerable plant downtimes.

Rolling mill stands which comprise two pairs of housings anchored to the base plate and acting directly also as vertical guides for the chocks have been proposed to speed up the operations of changing the rolls and of maintenance and to enable the stands to be replaced quickly.

Each pair of housings is associated at its upper and lower ends, by means of two suitable stay bolts, with two cross-heads, a lower cross-head and upper cross-head. These cross-heads can be adjusted towards each other by means of the stay bolts and serve only as a support and abutment for the relative chocks of the rolls having a horizontal axis. A stand of this type, corresponding to the pre-characterising part of claim 1, is known from EP-A-0 291 719.

Rolling mill stands of this type entail the drawback that the discharge of the rolling stresses onto the housings causes strains, which may change the trim of the housings and may alter at least the trim of the chocks of the rolls having a horizontal axis owing to the loss of parallelism and alignment that takes place between the guides on which the chocks slide.

These strains are generated by the configuration of the housings and by the type of cooperation obtained between the stay bolts, the housings and the cross-heads.

On the basis of the above, the chocks during working or overloading rest only on one housing and unload thereon all the rolling thrust, while the other housing remains in fact unloaded.

Moreover, the strain generated by the housing under load is translated into a different positioning of the cross-heads, so that the distance between centres of the rolls and, in particular, of the rolls having a horizontal axis is altered and exceeds the tolerance permitted for such processes.

In fact, these strains lead to an alteration of the distance between centres of the upper roll having a horizontal axis and of the lower roll having a horizontal axis.

Furthermore, the rolls having a vertical axis undergo displacements, which are undesirable in themselves and also in relation to the rolls having a horizontal axis and take the processed section out of the permitted tolerance.

Moreover, in the rolling mill stands of the state of the art no devices are included which permit mechanical rough adjustment of the rolls having a vertical axis in combination with a hydraulic system for the continuous adjustment and control of the position of those rolls during the rolling step.

The present applicants have designed, tested and embodied this invention to overcome the shortcomings of the state of the art and to achieve further advantages.

This invention is set forth and characterized in the main claim, while the dependent claims describe variants of the idea of the main embodiment.

One purpose of this invention is to provide a universal rolling mill stand which has an economical and functional constructional form and is such that it ensures at the same time that the rolling stresses do not cause displacements or strains of the component parts of the individual standards.

Another purpose is to provide a universal rolling mill stand which enables the rolls, whether they have a vertical or a horizontal axis, to be readily and swiftly changed and the stand itself to be quickly replaced.

A further purpose of the invention is to equip a universal rolling mill stand with a device which can be applied to the rolls having a vertical axis and which is suitable for the positioning of those rolls and for the continuous adjustment and control of those rolls during the rolling step.

The device which adjusts the rolls having a vertical axis and is associated with the universal rolling mill stand according to the invention makes possible a rough adjustment of a mechanical type and a fine adjustment with a simultaneous fine control of a hydraulic type.

The rolling mill stand comprises two pairs of vertical housings, each housing having a counterpart intermediate extension; to these intermediate extensions is fitted an adjusting stay bolt, which cooperates with two supports, an upper support and a lower support respectively.

Each upper and lower support respectively cooperates, therefore, with the two housings positioned respectively at the sides; the intermediate extensions of the housings extend between the supports, thus constituting elements to position and support the respective adjustment stay bolts.
These intermediate extensions constitute horizontal guide elements for the relative chock of the roll having a vertical axis.

The assembly consisting of the two vertical housings, the two adjustment stay bolts and the upper and lower respective supports form one of the two standards of the universal rolling mill stand.

The standards are positioned at one side and the other side of the rolling plane with which the set of rolls cooperates.

According to the invention these vertical standards have the task of positioning the relative adjustment stay bolts and of guiding and positioning vertically the chocks of the rolls having a horizontal axis.

An intermediate housing positioned in cooperation with the intermediate extensions extends substantially on a horizontal plane parallel to the rolling plane but at the side thereof and cooperates with the two opposed vertical housings to form an element to stiffen the vertical housings and to support and position the chock of the relative roll having a vertical axis.

Each vertical housing comprises at its outer side positioning and anchorage fins which cooperate with the base plate.

The two supports comprise U-shaped inner seatings which cooperate with the chocks of the two rolls having a horizontal axis and which include guides for the vertical sliding of the chocks and also means for the fine adjustment and control of the positions of the rolls having a horizontal axis during the rolling step. The vertical position of these two supports is adjusted roughly by means of the adjustment stay bolts; these supports can move on the respective inner guides of the relative vertical housings.

By means of this lay-out the rolling stresses are discharged through the respective supports onto both the housings, thus creating one very rigid single whole while retaining extreme simplicity of the components and great ease of assembly and dismantling.

The base plate for each standard consists of a slide block able to move on a trolley, which in turn can be moved on guides.

Clamping and stiffening means are provided when each standard is in the correct working position.

Vertically positionable cradle means are also included and have the task of supporting the set of rolls when the standards are released from the chocks. These cradle means can be moved along the rolling axis to replace one or all of the rolls forming the set of rolls.

The assembly for the rough adjustment of the rolls having a vertical axis according to the invention comprises a motor, which is advantageously a hydraulic motor and drives a worm engaged in an axially bored toothed wheel.

This axial hole in the wheel includes lengthwise grooves circumferentially, of a type with a grooved profile for instance.

A sleeve, which too comprises an external grooved mating profile and an internal threaded female axial bore, cooperates with the axial hole in the wheel.

This internal threaded female axial bore in the sleeve cooperates with a pressure screw so that the toothed wheel, when it rotates, sets in rotation the sleeve, which in any event can move axially.

The sleeve in its rotation about its axis displaces the pressure screw to and fro axially and therewith the supporting chock.

The toothed wheel rotates in a seating, while the sleeve rotates in that seating which, on its side facing the roll, contains guide means for the pressure screw.

This seating at its other side cooperates with a floating piston which can move axially and is supported frontally on the seating.

The pressure screw has at its end a hydraulic-cylinder conformation, which contains a piston solidly fixed to the end of the connecting body that includes the seating.

The floating piston receives oil under pressure at one and/or the other of its faces, thus determining the action which the floating piston exerts through the sleeve on the threaded pressure screw.

The pressures in the two chambers defined in the hydraulic cylinder by the piston positioned therein control the axial movement of the pressure screw.

The set of horizontal and vertical rolls can cooperate with jack means, which are included in the respective chocks and act as shock absorbers between the chocks and as positioning means during the assembly and carriage of the set of rolls.

The assembly and dismantling of the set of rolls take place by removal of the chocks from the relative standards and by displacement of the standards in a direction at a right angle to the rolling axis.

Means for the provisional support of the chocks and other means normally included in rolling mill stands may also be included.

The attached figures show a preferred embodiment of the invention as follows:

Fig.1 is a diagrammatic side view of a rolling mill stand;
Fig.2 is a partly cutaway front view, in a direction at a right angle to the rolling axis, of a universal rolling mill stand during replacement of the rolls;
Fig.3 is a partly cutaway side view of the rolling mill stand according to a vertical plane parallel to the rolling axis;
Fig.4 shows in an enlarged scale a partly cutaway view of the set of horizontal and vertical rolls of Fig.3;
Fig.5 is a partly cutaway plan view along the line A-A of the detail of Fig. 4, in which is shown the chock supporting the roll having a vertical axis;
Fig.6 shows in a still further enlarged scale the chock supporting the upper horizontal roll of
A universal rolling mill stand 10 according to a preferred form of the invention comprises two vertical standards 11 positioned on each side of the rolling plane 13 and able to move sideways in relation to the rolling plane 13.

Each of the standards 11 consists of a pair of vertical housings 14a and 14b with outer lateral positioning fins 15, which cooperate with a base plate 49.

Each vertical housing 14a-14b includes an intermediate position an intermediate extension 55a-55b; these extensions 55a-55b are positioned as counterparts to each other.

First guide surfaces 27, which in this case are substantially coplanar, are included above and below the intermediate extensions 55a-55b.

The intermediate extensions 55a-55b include means to anchor and position the substantially vertical, through, respective stay bolts 12; there are two adjustment stay bolts 12 for each standard 11.

The adjustment stay bolts 12 cooperate at their upper ends with an adjustment device 48 which actuates at least two of the four adjustment stay bolts 12 at the same time.

The adjustment device 48 imparts to the adjustment stay bolts 12 a coordinated rotary motion in the same direction, whether clockwise or anticlockwise according to requirements.

The two adjustment stay bolts 12 of each pair cooperate with two supports, an upper support 24 and a lower support 25 respectively, which contain two mating holes 26, in which the two adjustment stay bolts 12 are lodged.

Each support 24-25 in relation to its respective adjustment stay bolt 12 includes a conversion means 56 to convert the rotary motion of the adjustment stay bolt 12 into a vertical movement of the support 24-25.

Each support 24-25 contains second guide surfaces 127 cooperating with the relative first guide surfaces 27 contained in the vertical housings 14a-14b.

Owing to the action of the adjustment stay bolts 12, therefore, the supports 24-25 can be positioned vertically in relation to the rolling plane 13.

The upper and lower supports 24-25 include at their sides positioning and guide ribs 50, which slide vertically in guides 57, which comprise adjustment cradle means; the guides 57 are integrally fixed to the respective vertical housings 14a-14b.

The standards 11 have the task of positioning the relative adjustment stay bolts 12 and of guiding and positioning the supports 24-25.

The intermediate extensions 55a-55b bear guides 39 on the rolling plane 13; guide surfaces 32 of the chocks 38 of the relative rolls 42 having a vertical axis cooperate with the guides 39.

An intermediate housing 43 (Fig.5) extending substantially in a horizontal plane parallel to, but at the side of, the rolling plane 13 is included outside the standards 11 themselves and in cooperation with the intermediate extensions 55a-55b of each standard 11. This intermediate housing 43 connects rigidly the two opposed vertical housings 14 of one standard 11 to form a rigid standard 11 and to support and position the chocks 38 of the relative rolls 42 having a vertical axis.

The upper and lower supports 24-25 respectively contain respective U-shaped mating seatings 58, which include lateral guide surfaces 59 and intermediate adjustment and control means 33.

The U-shaped mating seatings 58 receive and guide vertically the respective upper 28 and lower 29 chocks of the respective upper 30 and lower 31 rolls having a horizontal axis.

The vertical position of the upper and lower supports 24-25 is adjusted roughly by the adjustment stay bolts 12 and the adjustment device 48.

With this lay-out the rolling stresses 51 acting on each horizontal roll 30-31 are discharged by those horizontal rolls 30-31 onto the respective chocks 28 or 29 and thence onto the relative support 24-25 and from the support 24-25 onto the relative housing 14a which connects the relative support 24-25 to the adjustment stay bolt 12.

The rolling stress 51 is transmitted through the support 24-25 to the other adjustment stay bolt 12 too since the supports 24-25 are U-shaped.

The rolling stress 51 is transmitted by the other adjustment stay bolt 12 to the other housing 14b, which is supported on the relative supports 24-25.

Moreover, this configuration enables the reciprocal positions of the chocks 28-29-38 of each standard 11 to be kept unchanged.

The standards 11 are solidly secured to slide blocks 16 by positioning fins 15 included in the housings 14; these slide blocks 16 are actuated by appropriate motive means such as jacks 17 and position the standards 11 properly in relation to the rolling plane 13 and, above all, to the relative chocks 28-29-38.

In the embodiment shown the universal rolling mill stand 10 comprises slide blocks 16 which can be moved on trolleys 18 used for dismantling operations.

The slide blocks 16 can be traversed from a closed working position 16a to an open inactive position 16b, in which the slide blocks 16 are distanced from the rolling plane 13, as will be made clear in greater detail in the
description that follows.

The slide blocks 16 and trolleys 18 are equipped with clamping means, which are already known and not shown here, so as to be clamped in position when the standards 11 of the rolling mill stand 10 according to the invention have been properly positioned.

In this example the trolleys 18, being installed on wheels 19 to run on rails 20, enable the universal rolling mill stand 10 to be wholly replaced in a very short time.

The vertical positioning of the chocks 28-29 of the horizontal rolls 30-31 is carried out by positioning the respective supports 24-25 vertically by making the first guide surfaces 27 cooperate with the second guide surfaces 127 of the housings 14.

The continuous adjustment and control of the horizontal rolls 30-31 is effected by means of adjustment and control devices 33 consisting in this example of a hydraulic load cell 37 of a known type.

In this case (Fig.7) the upper horizontal roll 30 is supported on each standard 11 by a hook 34 moved by an actuator 35; the hook 34 cooperates with a pin 36 integrally fixed to the supporting chock 28 of the relative upper horizontal roll 30.

Suitably shaped holes 21 with a lead-in 22 are machined in the outer end part of the horizontal chocks 28-29 (Fig.8); with these holes 21 there cooperate positioning and clamping means 23, which clamp the chocks 28-29 transversely in relation to the relative support 24-25 while permitting a substantially vertical adjusting movement of the chocks 28-29.

In this case the positioning and clamping means 23 consist of locking pins 52 able to move in a seating 53 machined in the support 24-25; these locking pins 52 cooperate momentarily with the mating holes 21 and with an abutment ledge 60.

The vertical chocks 38 can be positioned horizontally on the rolling plane 13 and support their relative vertical rolls 42.

The vertical chocks 38 cooperate by means of their own guide surfaces 32 with lateral guides 39 included to cooperate momentarily with the mating holes 21 and for the axial guiding and alignment of the pressure screw 63.

The vertical positioning of the chocks 28-29 can be performed. The vertical roll 42 can move to and fro axially.

The vertical supporting chock 38 can move along a substantially horizontal axis at a right angle to the rolling axis 65 so as to enable the vertical roll 42 to be positioned.

The vertical supporting chock 38 is guided laterally by lateral guides 66 in a known manner.

The rear end part of the pressure screw 63 opposite the vertical roll 42 includes a male threaded portion 67, with which a coaxial sleeve 68 cooperates which is axially bored and contains a female threaded portion 70 able to mesh with the male threaded portion 67.

A first part 68a of the sleeve 68 facing the vertical roll 42 includes outer lengthwise male grooves of a grooved profile type, whereas the remainder 68b of the sleeve 68 is substantially smooth and has a greater diameter; the sleeve 68 can slide axially in its seating.

Mating grooved female profiles 71 contained in the axial bore of the toothed wheel 72 fitted coaxially with the sleeve 68 cooperate with the male lengthwise grooves 69. This toothed wheel 72 can rotate about its own axis but cannot move axially. The sleeve 68 is installed so as to be able to rotate solidly fixed to the toothed wheel 72 but can also move axially.

Bearings 84 are fitted in this case so as to reduce the friction of rotation of the toothed wheel 72.

A worm 73, which in this example is driven by a hydraulic motor 74 fitted to a container 75, meshes with the outer surface of the toothed wheel 72. When the hydraulic motor 74 is actuated, the worm 73 rotates the toothed wheel 72, which in turn sets in rotation the sleeve 68 and makes the pressure screw 63 and thereby with the vertical supporting chock 38 of the vertical roll 42 move to and fro axially.

The toothed wheel 72 can rotate in a seating 80, while the sleeve 68 slides in the same seating 80, which in its part facing the vertical roll 42 comprises means 83 for the axial guiding and alignment of the pressure screw 63. The seating 80 at its other end cooperates with the fine adjustment unit 56 of a hydraulic type.

The fine adjustment unit 56 comprises substantially a floating piston 77 able to move axially and supported frontally on the sleeve 68. The floating piston 77 can move axially in a cylindrical hollow 79, which functions as a cylinder and is machined within the container 75.

The cylindrical hollow 79 has a lengthwise extent that enables the floating piston 77 to slide axially by a required length within the hollow 79 so that the fine adjustment of the vertical roll 42 can be performed.

The pressure screw 63 has a terminal and axial cylindrical conformation 76, in which is lodged an axially movable piston 85 solidly fixed to the end of the container 75.

The floating piston 77 receives oil under pressure on one and/or the other of its faces, thus causing the action exerted by the floating piston 77 on the sleeve 68 and thereby on the threaded pressure screw 63. In this case the oil is fed to the floating piston 77 through a con-
The adjustment of the vertical roll 42 takes place by actuating the hydraulic motor 74, which by rotating the worm 73 sets in rotation the toothed wheel 72 and thus distances or brings nearer the vertical roll 42 from or to the rolling axis 65.

When the threaded pressure screw 63 has been positioned by the rough adjustment unit 61 in the manner described above, the fine adjustment and control unit 62 is actuated and the fine adjustment and control of the vertical roll 42 takes place.

When oil under pressure is injected through the first conduit 78 into the cylindrical hollow 79, the floating piston 77 is displaced axially in the direction of the rolling axis 65 and takes with it the sleeve 68 and pressure screw 63 and therefore the vertical roll 42 or exerts the required pressure on the vertical roll 42.

The fine adjustment has a limited maximum travel, which is equal to the travel of the floating piston 77 in the cylindrical seating 79; this travel is less than the difference in length between the first part 68a of the sleeve 68 and the width of the toothed wheel 72.

Against the action of the worm 73 and floating piston 77, the cylinder 76/piston 85 system creates the required opposing force, which prevents sharp, uncontrolled movements of the vertical roll 42.

Jacks 44 cooperate with the lower 29 and upper 28 horizontal chocks and with the vertical chocks 38 and act as shock absorbers between the chocks 28-29-38 and as positioning means during assembly and carriage of the set of rolls 30-31-42.

In this case the end of the jacks 44 cooperates with appropriate seatings 45 machined respectively in the lower face of the upper chocks 28 and in the upper face of the lower chocks 29; these seatings 45 and jacks 44 thus enable one single body to be created between the horizontal rolls 30-31 and vertical rolls 42 (Fig.2).

The lower horizontal roll 31 is supported on the cradle 46, which can be positioned vertically and moved by an actuator 47 in this example.

In the universal rolling mill stand 10 embodying the invention the replacement of the horizontal 30-31 and vertical 42 rolls is carried out easily by the following method:

- the adjustment device 48 is released from the adjustment stay bolts 12;
- the cradle 46 which supports the lower horizontal roll 31 is raised by operating the actuator 47;
- the upper horizontal roll 30 is released by acting on the jack 35 that actuates the hook 34;
- the means 41 which adjust the vertical rolls 42 are disconnected from the vertical chocks 38 by removing the locking pin 40;
- the horizontal 30-31 and vertical 42 rolls are now released from the standards 11 and form one single assembly owing to the inclusion of the jacks 44;
- the slide blocks 16 are unclamped and traversed from their working position 16a to their inactive position 16b until the rolls 30-31-42 are wholly released from the standards 11, the set of rolls 30-31-42 being supported on the cradle 46.

The whole or partial replacement of the rolls 30-31-42 can now take place by traversing the set of rolls 30-31-42 along the lengthwise axis of the rolling plane 13 and replacing that set with another set inserted in the same way.

According to a variant the set of rolls 30-31-42 is removed from above with a bridge crane of a known type not shown here and is replaced by a similar set.

When the new set of rolls 30-31-42 has been positioned, the slide blocks 16 are brought from their inactive position 16b to their working position 16a and the universal rolling mill stand 10 is set up again by carrying out the above operations in the opposite order.

Claims

1. Universal rolling mill stand (10) which comprises a pair of upper (30) and lower (31) rolls having a horizontal axis and defining a rolling plane (13), the rolls (30-31) being complete with their relative chocks (28-29), and comprises also at least one roll (42) having a vertical axis and cooperating with the rolling plane (13), the roll (42) with the vertical axis including its own positioning and guiding chock (38) cooperating with a means (41) that adjusts said chock (38) and includes a pressure screw (63), the rolling mill stand (10) further comprising two standards (11) to position and guide the horizontal chocks (28-29), the standards (11) being mounted on a base plate (49), each of the standards (11) including also two housings (14a-14b) with guides (39) for the chocks (38) of the vertical roll (42) and also an upper support (24) and lower support (25) as well as two adjustment stay bolts (12), the rolling mill stand (10) being characterized in that each of said housings (14) has a vertical development with intermediate extensions (55) which define said lateral guides (39) for the chocks (38) of at least one vertical roll (42) and delimit upper and lower first guide surfaces (27), the intermediate extensions (55) constituting means for the positioning and support of relative adjustment stay bolts (12), the adjustment stay bolts (12) cooperating with said upper (24) and lower (25) supports for their reciprocal positioning, the upper and lower supports (24-25) comprising second guide surfaces (127) cooperating with the first guide surfaces (27), the intermediate extensions (55) being attached to an intermediate stiffening and positioning housing (43), which positioning housing (43) holds together.
the housings (14a-14b) constituting the respective standard (11).

2. Universal rolling mill stand (10) as in Claim 1, in which the upper and lower supports (24-25) include U-shaped facing hollow seatings (58) together with lateral guide surfaces (59) to guide the relative chocks (28-29), the seatings (58) including adjustment and control means (33).

3. Universal rolling mill stand (10) as in Claim 1 or 2, in which the upper and lower supports (24-25) comprise positioning and guide ribs (50), which cooperate with guides (57) solidly fixed to the vertical housings (14a-14b).

4. Universal rolling mill stand (10) as in any claim hereinbefore, in which the standards (11) comprising the relative vertical housings (14a-14b), adjustment stay bolts (12) and the upper and lower supports (24-25) are installed on slide blocks (16) able to move axially with respect to the horizontal rolls (30-31).

5. Universal rolling mill stand (10) as in claim 4, in which the movable slide blocks (16) are guided by trolleys (18) employed for dismantling operations.

6. Universal rolling mill stand (10) as in any claim hereinbefore, with a vertically positionable supporting cradle (46) on which the set of horizontal rolls (30-31) and vertical rolls (42) may rest during roll changing.

7. Universal rolling mill stand (10) as in claim 6, in which the supporting cradle (46) can move in a direction along the lengthwise axis of the rolling plane (13).

8. Universal rolling mill stand (10) as in any claim hereinbefore, in which said chock adjustment means (41) comprise a unit (61) for mechanical rough adjustment and a unit (62) for hydraulic fine adjustment, these units (61-62) being coaxial with the pressure screw (63).

9. Universal rolling mill stand (10) as in claim 8, in which the mechanical rough adjustment unit (61) comprises a threaded female (70) sleeve (68) acting on a male threaded portion (67) of the pressure screw (63) and including externally a male grooved (71) segment (68a) which cooperates with a toothed wheel (72) containing a mating female grooved segment (71), the toothed wheel (72) being stationary longitudinally and able to move circumferentially through the action of a worm (73), the sleeve (68) being able to move longitudinally.

10. Universal rolling mill stand (10) as in claim 8 or 9, in which the hydraulic fine adjustment and control unit (62) comprises a floating piston (77) able to move within a cylindrical hollow (79) and coaxial with the pressure screw (63), the floating piston (77) acting on the sleeve (68).

11. Universal rolling mill stand (10) as in claim 8 to 10, in which the pressure screw (63) comprises axially and terminally a cylinder (81)/piston (85) system which carries out a controlling and shock absorbing action.

**Patentansprüche**

1. Universalwalzgerüst (10) mit einem Paar von oben (30) und unteren (31) Walzen mit einer horizontalen Achse, die eine Walzebene (13) bestimmen und durch ihre entsprechenden Zapfenlager (28-29) ergänzt werden, wobei ferner mindestens eine Walze (42) mit einer vertikalen Achse angeordnet ist, die mit der Walzebene (13) zusammenwirkt und ihr eigenes Positionier- und Führungslager (38) aufweist, das mit Mitteln (41) zusammenwirkt, die es justieren und eine Druckschraube (63) besitzen, wobei weiters das Walzgerüst (10) zwei Ständer (11) zur Positionierung und Führung der horizontalen Zapfenlager (28-29) aufweist, welche Ständer (11) an einer Grundplatte (49) angebracht sind und je zwei Gehäuse (14a-14b) mit Führungen (39) für die Zapfenlager (38) der vertikalen Walze (42) sowie einen oberen (24) und einen unteren (25) Halter und zwei Verstellbolzen (12) besitzen, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß jedes der Gehäuse (14) eine vertikale Erstreckung mit Zwischenansätzen (55) besitzt, die die seitlichen Führungen (39) für die Zapfen (38) der mindestens einen vertikalen Walze (42) bilden sowie obere und untere erste Führungsf lächen (27) begrenzen, wobei die Zwischenansätze (55) Mittel für das Positionieren und Lagern von Verstellbolzen (12) bilden, die mit den oberen (24) und unteren (25) Haltern zu deren gegenseitigem Positionieren zusammenwirken, wobei ferner die oberen und unteren Halter (24-25) zweite Führungsf lächen (127) aufweisen, die mit den ersten Führungsf lächen (27) zusammenwirken, und die Zwischenansätze (55) an Versteifungs- und Positioniergehäusen (43) angefertigt sind, welche die den entsprechenden Ständer (11) bildenden Gehäuse (14a-14b) zusammenhalten.

2. Universalwalzgerüst (10) nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die oberen und unteren Halter (24-25) U-för- mige hohe Sitze (58) zusammen mit seitlichen Führungsf lächen (59) zur Führung der entsprechenden Zapfenlager (28-29) aufweisen, wobei die Sitze (58) Justier- und Kontrollmittel (33) besitzen.

3. Universalwalzgerüst nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, bei dem die oberen und unteren Halter (24-25) Position-
nier- und Führungsrrippen (50) aufweisen, welche mit Führungen (57) zusammenwirken, die fest an den vertikalen Gehäusen (14a-14b) befestigt sind.

4. Universalwalzgerüst (10) nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, bei dem die Ständer (11), die die entsprechenden vertikalen Gehäuse (14a-14b) enthalten, die Verstellbolzen (12) und die oberen und unteren Halter (24-25) an Gleitblocken (16) befestigt sind, die in bezug auf die horizontalen Walzen (30-31) axial bewegbar sind.

5. Universalwalzgerüst (10) nach Anspruch 4, bei dem die bewegbaren Gleitblöcke (16) für Demontageoperationen durch Karren (18) geführt sind.

6. Universalwalzgerüst (10) nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, mit einem vertikalen positionierbaren Traggestell (46), an dem der Satz von horizontalen Walzen (30-31) und vertikalen Walzen (42) während des Walzenwechsels aufruhen kann.

7. Universalwalzgerüst (10) nach Anspruch 6, bei dem das Traggestell (46) in einer Richtung entlang der Längsachse der Walzebene (13) bewegbar ist.

8. Universalwalzgerüst (10) nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, bei welchem die Verstellmittel (41) für die Walzenlager eine Einheit (61) für die grobe mechanische Verstellung und eine Einheit (62) für eine hydraulische Feineinstellung aufweisen, wobei diese Einheiten (61-62) koaxial zur Druckschraube (63) liegen.

9. Universalwalzgerüst (10) nach Anspruch 8, bei dem die mechanische Grobeinstellungseinheit (61) eine mit einem Muttergewinde (70) versehene Hülse (68) aufweist, die auf einen Gewindeteil (67) der Druckschraube (63) wirkt, sowie ein äußeres, mit einem Gewinde (71) versehenes Segment (68a) besitzt, das mit einem Zahnrad (72) zusammenwirkt, das der Länge nach stationär ist und durch ein Schneckengewinde (73) drehbar ist, wobei die Hülse (68) der Länge nach bewegbar ist.

10. Universalwalzgerüst (10) nach Anspruch 8 oder 9, bei dem die hydraulische Feinverstellungs- und Steuerungseinheit (62) einen Kolben (77) aufweist, der in einer zylindrischen Höhlung (79) bewegbar ist und koaxial zur Druckschraube (63) verläuft, wobei der Kolben (77) auf die Hülse (68) wirkt.

11. Universalwalzgerüst (10) nach den Ansprüchen 8 bis 10, bei dem die Druckschraube (63) am Ende axial ein Zylinder- (81) / Kolbensystem (85) aufweist, das eine kontroll- und stoßabsorbierende Tätigkeit durchführt.

**Revendications**

1. Cage de laminoir universelle (10), qui comporte un cylindre supérieur (30) et un cylindre inférieur (31) dont l’axe est horizontal et définissant un plan de laminage (13), les cylindres (30-31) étant complétés par leurs empois correspondantes (28-29), et qui comporte également au moins un cylindre (42) dont l’axe est vertical et qui coopère avec le plan de laminage (13), le cylindre (42) à axe vertical comprenant sa propre empois (38) de positionnement et de guidage coopérant avec un moyen (41) qui ajuste ladite empois (38) et qui comprend une vis de pression (63), la cage de laminoir (10) comportant en outre deux montants (11) servant à positionner et guider les empois horizontales (28-29), les montants (11) étant montés sur une plaque de base (49), chacun des montants (11) comprenant également deux boîters (14a-14b) présentant des guides (39) pour les empois (38) du cylindre vertical (42) ainsi qu’un support supérieur (24), un support inférieur (25) et deux boulons d’ancrage et d’ajustement (12), la cage de laminoir (10) étant caractérisée en ce que chacun desdits boîters (14) présente un développement vertical avec des prolongements intermédiaires (55) qui définissent les dits guides latéraux (39) des empois (38) du cylindre vertical (42) au moins présent, et qui délimitent des premières surfaces supérieures et inférieures de guidage (27), les prolongements intermédiaires (55) constituant des moyens pour le positionnement et le soutien de boulons d’ancrage et d’ajustement (12) correspondants, les boulons d’ancrage et d’ajustement (12) coopérant avec ledit support supérieur (24) et ledit support inférieur (25) en vue de leur positionnement l’un par rapport à l’autre, le support supérieur et le support inférieur (24-25) comportant des deuxièmes surfaces de guidage (127) coopérant avec les premières surfaces de guidage (27), les prolongements intermédiaires (55) étant fixés sur un boîtier intermédiaire de raidissement et de positionnement (43), lequel boîtier de positionnement (43) maintient ensemble les boîters (14a-14b) qui constituent le montant (11) correspondant.

2. Cage de laminoir universelle (10) selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle le support supérieur et le support inférieur (24-25) comprennent des sièges creux (58) opposés, en forme de U, en même temps que des surfaces latérales de guidage (59) pour guider les empois (28-29) correspondantes, les sièges (58) comportant des moyens d’ajustement et de contrôle (33).

3. Cage de laminoir universelle (10) selon les revendications 1 ou 2, dans laquelle le support supérieur et le support inférieur (24-25) comprennent des nervures de positionnement et de guidage (50) qui
coopèrent avec des guides (57) fixés solidairement aux boîtiers verticaux (14a-14b).

4. Cage de laminoir universelle (10) selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans laquelle les montants (11) comportant les boîtiers verticaux correspondants (14a-14b), les boulons d'ancrage et d'ajustement (12) ainsi que le support supérieur et le support inférieur (24-25) sont installés sur des blocs coulissants (16) aptes à se déplacer axialement par rapport aux cylindres horizontaux (30-31).

5. Cage de laminoir universelle (10) selon la revendication 4, dans laquelle les blocs coulissants (16) mobiles sont guidés par des chariots (18) utilisés pour les opérations de démontage.

6. Cage de laminoir universelle (10) selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, avec un berceau de soutien (46) dont la position peut être ajustée verticalement, sur lequel le jeu de cylindres horizontaux (30-31) et de cylindres verticaux (42) peut repose pendant le changement des cylindres.

7. Cage de laminoir universelle (10) selon la revendication 6, dans laquelle le berceau de soutien (46) peut se déplacer dans une direction longeant l'axe longitudinal du plan de laminage (13).

8. Cage de laminoir universelle (10) selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans laquelle ledit moyen (41) d'ajustement d'empoie comprend une unité (61) pour un ajustement grosnier mécanique et une unité (62) pour un ajustement fin hydraulique, ces unités (61-62) étant coaxiales par rapport à la vis de pression (63).

9. Cage de laminoir universelle (10) selon la revendication 8, dans laquelle l'unité (61) d'ajustement grosnier mécanique comporte un manchon (68) à filet femelle (70) agissant sur une partie (67) à filet mâle de la vis de pression (63) et comprenant à l'extérieur un tronçon (68a) à rainures mâles (71) qui coopère avec une roue dentée (72) contenant un tronçon fileté femelle correspondant (71), la roue dentée (72) étant stationnaire dans le sens longitudinal et apte à se déplacer dans le sens périphérique par l'intermédiaire de l'action d'une tige filetée (73), le manchon (68) étant apte à se déplacer longitudinalement.

10. Cage de laminoir universelle (10) selon les revendications 8 ou 9, dans laquelle l'unité (62) d'ajustement fin hydraulique et de contrôle comporte un piston flottant (77) apte à se déplacer dans un creux cylindrique (79) et coaxial par rapport à la vis de pression (63), le piston flottant (77) agissant sur le manchon (68).

11. Cage de laminoir universelle (10) selon les revendications 8 à 10, dans laquelle la vis de pression (63) comporte sur son axe et à son extrémité un système à cylindre (81) et piston (85) qui exerce une action de contrôle et d'amortissement des chocs.